Abstract-The high peak-to-average power ratio (PAR) in Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation systems can significantly reduce power efficiency and performance. Methods exist which alter or introduce new signal constellations to combat large signal peaks. We present a new PAR-reduction method that dynamically extends outer constellation points in active (data-carrying) channels, within margin-preserving constraints, in order to minimize the peak magnitude. This scheme simultaneously decreases the bit error rate slightly while substantially reducing the peak magnitude of an OFDM transmit block. Furthermore, there is no loss in data rate and unlike other methods, no side information is required. PAR reduction for an approximated analog signal is considered, and about a 4.6 dB reduction at a 10 5 symbol-clip probability is obtained for 256-channel QPSK OFDM. The results show great promise for use in commercial systems.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ULTICARRIER modulation has become a key communication systems technology; for example, coded OFDM schemes are used for wireless LAN (802.11a and Hiperlan2) and terrestrial digital television (DVB-T) and audio broadcasts (DAB-T) in Europe, and discrete multitone modulation (DMT) [1] - [4] is used in the Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) standard. Multicarrier communication systems are competing well with single-carrier systems, but suffer from a serious drawback: the approximately Gaussian-distributed output samples cause a high peak-to-average power ratio (PAR) [5] - [14] . The analog hardware at the transmitter requires an expensive high-power amplifier (HPA) to avoid clipping and/or soft thresholding that causes nonlinear output. The power consumption of a HPA depends largely on its peak power output rather than the average output power, and thus handling occasional large peaks leads to low power efficiency.
An OFDM signal is the sum of independent QAM signals modulated onto subchannels of equal bandwidth with frequency separation of between adjacent subcarriers, where is the time duration of the OFDM symbol. An input bit stream is mapped into QAM symbols to create the th complex-valued symbol vector , which is transformed into a discrete-time signal via an IDFT; i.e., (1) where is a discrete-time rectangular window with amplitude 1 over the interval . A cyclic prefix is then appended to minimize interblock interference and to aid the frequency-domain equalizer at the receiver. The signal could be oversampled to , as well as undergo digital filtering to become . Digital-to-analog (D/A) conversion and analog filtering are performed, the signal is modulated to some carrier frequency, and the signal is then fed to a high-powered amplifier (HPA) which drives the antenna load. In most systems, the majority of the total power consumption occurs in this final stage.
The root cause of the PAR problem is a result of weighted sums of random variables (frequency-domain QAM symbols) causing the time domain samples to have a Gaussian-like distribution for large . To transmit the large peaks at the tails of the distribution, the HPA must support a very large dynamic range, which is either impractical or expensive. Further complicating the PAR problem is transmit filtering and D/A conversion. Mathematically, the PAR for a given OFDM block of digital samples can be written as (2) An equivalent analog formulation can also be written, and it better represents the impact of the PAR problem on the HPA and the communications system as a whole.
PAR reduction techniques [5] - [14] have been introduced to reduce problems at the HPA and/or alleviate its backoff specifications. Some methods are based on coding, in which some bits or bit combinations are sacrificed to exclude high-PAR patterns [11] , [12] . While the peak power is reduced, so is the data rate, and the PAR-versus-date-rate tradeoff may not be attractive.
Large PARs occur when symbol phases in the subchannels line up in a fashion that results in constructively forming a peak in the time-domain signal. Methods exist to relieve this problem by data scrambling (subchannel ordering optimization) or phase optimization through the use of pre-known phase manipulations [13] , [14] . These techniques require side information to be heavily encoded and are not standards compliant.
One class of methods reduce peak power by inserting signals in unused subchannels that partially cancel the time-domain 0018-9316/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE peaks [5] - [10] . Since the subchannels are orthogonal, these additional signals cause no distortion of the data-bearing subchannels. In the case of DMT in wireline systems, there are typically subchannels with SNRs too low for sending any information, so these subchannels must go unused and are available for PAR reduction. In wireless systems, however, there is typically no fast, reliable channel-state feedback to dictate whether some subchannels should go unused. Instead, a set of subchannels must be reserved regardless of the received SNRs, resulting in a bandwidth sacrifice. This may not be appropriate for some wireless systems.
Another class of PAR reduction techniques called nonbijective constellations tries to alter or introduce new constellations to combat large signal peaks. Rather than assigning each symbol to a certain constellation point, the symbol can be mapped to a set of constellation points (this set can be finite or infinite). The goal is to reduce the signal peaks by appropriately choosing the right constellation points for all symbols among the allowable set of points. The first such method of this type is Tone Injection [6] , which uses cyclic extension of QAM constellations to offer alternative encoding with a lower PAR. This technique appears to be better suited for larger QAM constellation sizes, such as in DMT in wireline DSL systems.
In this paper, a new nonbijective constellation technique called active constellation extension (ACE) is introduced along with practical algorithms that show promising results for commercial use in OFDM systems. This technique intelligently extends outer constellation points to minimize the PAR of an OFDM symbol. The effects of constellation size and OFDM block size are considered for ACE, as is the all-important analog PAR, where the HPA has its effect on the transmitted signal. For 256-channel QPSK OFDM, a PAR reduction of about 4.6 dB at a symbol-clip probability is obtained for the approximated analog signal.
II. ACTIVE CONSTELLATION EXTENSION
ACE uses nonbijective constellations to reduce the PAR by appropriately encoding the data symbols [9] . The idea is easily explained in the case of flat-power OFDM with QPSK modulation in each subchannel. For an individual channel, there are four possible constellation points, which lie in each quadrant in the complex plane and are equidistant from the real and imaginary axes. Assuming white Gaussian noise, the maximum-likelihood decision regions are the four quadrants bounded by the axes, and thus a received data symbol is assigned according to the quadrant in which the symbol is observed.
Because only one of the four constellation points can be transmitted at a time, errors occur when noise translates the received sample into one of the other three quadrants. Any point that is farther from the decision boundaries than the nominal constellation point (in the proper quadrant) will offer increased margin, which guarantees a lower error rate (assuming white Gaussian noise). We can therefore allow modification of constellation points within the quarter-plane outside of the nominal constellation point with no degradation in performance. This principle is illustrated in Fig. 1 , where the shaded region represents the region of increased margin for the data symbol in the first quadrant. For an OFDM system, the effect of moving into the shaded region is to add additional cosinusoidal and/or sinusoidal signals at the particular subchannel's frequency to the transmitted signal. If adjusted intelligently, a combination of these additional signals can be used to partially cancel time-domain peaks in the transmitted OFDM signal.
The ACE idea can be applied to other constellations as well, such as QAM and -PSK constellations, because data points that lie on the outer boundaries of the constellations have room for increased margin without degrading the error probability for other data symbols. In the case of BPSK, alteration of the constellation point within the half-plane of equal or greater distance from the decision boundary is acceptable. For square QAM constellations, we can think of constellation points as being either interior, corner, or side points. Interior points cannot be moved, side points can be extended only outward in one direction, and corner points have the flexibility to be translated outward in two directions. Fig. 2 shows the active channel extension regions of 16-QAM.
For nonsquare QAM constellations, special cases for ACE occur for the points that cannot be classified as corner, side, or interior points. These points generally have a boundary which is at a 45-degree angle to the axes, and appropriate extension regions can easily be defined and computed. For -PSK constellations greater than 4, the extended regions simply extend parallel to the decision-region boundary in order to maintain the same minimum distance.
While in all cases these modifications increase the transmitted power for that data block, in practice, very large peaks occur rarely enough that these modifications have only a small impact on the total transmitted power, and their use should require only modest changes in most implementations of current standards.
An example of ACE PAR reduction is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The 256-point QPSK OFDM time-domain signal in Fig. 3 has a PAR of 11.63 dB, which is reduced to 7.42 dB (a 4.21 dB reduction) after some ACE processing is performed. The ACE processing results in a 1.01 dB average power increase for this OFDM block, and the distribution of the resulting extended-QPSK signals is shown in Fig. 5 .
III. ACE PROBLEM FORMULATION
Mathematically, we can formulate an ACE minimax PAR problem as (3) with (4) where represents the set of extension vectors , and represents the constrained space of allowable ACE vectors. In the real-baseband case, the ACE minimax PAR optimization problem can be reduced to the following linear program: (5) where represents the maximum magnitude of the peak-reduced signal, represents a matrix of cosine and sine terms at all data-bearing subchannel frequencies, and represents a vector of weights for these terms. Due to the inherent distortion-free constraint in ACE, some of these extension vectors will in fact be zero.
For the more general complex-baseband case, the PAR reduction problem is much more difficult, as the minimax PAR problem becomes (6) where represents the th row of the inverse DFT matrix. The quadratic constraints with the linear objective function make this a special case of a quadratically-constrained quadratic program (QCQP), and obtaining the optimal solution can be very difficult. 
IV. PRACTICAL ACE IMPLEMENTATION
We now look at ACE PAR reduction for a real-time system. Obtaining the exact solution of the minimax ACE PAR optimization problem in practice is not only very costly, but unnecessary as well if a very good suboptimal solution can be reached efficiently. Practical algorithms for ACE implementation are discussed in this section, starting with a projection onto convex sets (POCS) approach [9] which has nice theoretical and optimality properties, but converges slowly. A gradient-project approach is described along with a smart method for determining stepsizes that leads to very fast convergence toward a low-PAR solution.
We consider only the complex-baseband case here because it seems that ACE is best suited in a wireless scenario for reasons stated later. The algorithms which follow can be simplified to the real-baseband case if desired.
A. POCS Method
In general, the set of possible ACE vectors will be convex, and a POCS-based algorithm similar to that of [10] can be formulated to achieve the optimal solution for minimizing a peak below some amplitude . The two convex sets are:
1) The set consisting of all vectors such that for some positive constant .
2) The set , an -dimensional subspace of , consisting of all vectors with FFT that satisfy the data-dependent ACE restriction. The ACE-POCS algorithm is as follows:
1) Starting with the data symbols in in a given block, apply an IFFT to get . 2) Clip any in magnitude (i.e., project onto ) to obtain (7) where (8) 3) Obtain via an FFT applied to . 4) Enforce all ACE constraints (i.e., project onto ) on by restoring all interior points to their original values, while projecting exterior points into the region of increased margin. 5) Return to step 1 and iterate the algorithm until no points are clipped or the PAR is essentially minimized. Another way to look at (7) is to consider as follows: (9) where represents the clipped-off portion of the signal:
Using linearity, only the IFFT of needs to be computed since the are already known. However, a typical clip (should one be needed) may only involve one or a small number of samples. Using the IFFT algorithm for step 3 may waste computation, since it may be less expensive to directly compute from sines and cosines and subtract the result from to obtain .
For situations in which the goal is to minimize the peak value, rather than achieve a fixed, maximum peak level, a related gradient-project algorithm can be developed. The gradient step maximizing the time-domain peak reduction is precisely proportional to the change that shrinks the peak by a very small amount; thus, rather than clipping in the above algorithm, we scale the largest time-domain peak(s) by a small amount and then project exactly as above to enforce the margin-preserving frequency-domain constraints. Such an algorithm is guaranteed to converge to the minimal peak level, due to the convexity of the constraints, for a vanishingly small scaling (gradient) step size. However, a small step size leads to generally slower convergence. Experimental optimization of this parameter is called for in a practical implementation.
The projections onto at various samples need to be computed for implementation, and each projection can be done simultaneously using an FFT and IFFT. This results in complexity for POCS-based ACE, which we believe may be acceptable for wireless OFDM systems in which there is a single or small number of broadcast transmitters (such as in video and audio broadcasts and the downlink transmission in cellular systems). The assumption is that the power savings and performance increase from ACE will outweigh the hardware and computational cost on a small number of transmitters. In systems with many disjoint point-to-point transmissions, the cost-benefit tradeoff is more difficult to evaluate.
B. Approximate Gradient-Project Method
An approximate gradient-project approach is formulated by considering the clipped signal defined in (10) to be the gradient-descent direction and projecting it onto to obtain . The iterative signal update can be written as (11) where is some gradient step size; this causes the approach to differ from POCS.
At each iteration, the projection of the clipped portion is only on the space of allowable extension vectors, and therefore once a vector is extended to some point, it is not reversed in subsequent iterations. This is not an optimal approach to solving the minimax PAR problem, but it is an efficient approach if needs to be computed before a step size is chosen. If reverse-extension is allowed in forming , then it is very possible that the resulting signal may violate the ACE constraints. This requires extra computation (FFTs) to check and correct any violations, and the algorithm complexity suffers.
The first iteration does not suffer this issue as there is no need for any reverse-extension (i.e., no extension has previously occurred). If large PAR reductions can be obtained in this initial iteration, then the nonoptimality of this approach will not be an issue. This ultimately hinges on choosing a very good step size. A smart approach to this is discussed later; for now, the gradient-project algorithm is as follows:
1) Starting with the data symbols in in a given block, determine and store the allowable extension directions for each subchannel. Apply an IFFT to get . Set . 2) Clip any in magnitude and form (12) where (13) 3) Compute the clipped signal portion (nonzero only at clipped samples)
4) Apply an FFT (or directly compute with sines and cosines) to to obtain . 5) Keep only the components of which are acceptable extension directions for the given subchannel constella-tions and set all remaining directions to zero. Apply an IFFT to obtain . 6) Determine a step size according to some criterion, and compute (15) 7) If an acceptable PAR or a maximum iteration count has not been reached, update and go to Step 2. Otherwise, halt PAR reduction. As in the ACE-POCS method, the complexity is due to the FFT and IFFT computations. The hope with a gradient-project method is to converge faster toward a low PAR solution, and thereby use less computation. This hinges on appropriately selecting a stepsize for fast convergence.
C. Smart Gradient-Project Method
Converging quickly with the gradient-project approach hinges upon choosing a very good step size at each iteration. Given the peak-reduction signal at the th iteration, we would like to choose (16) At this optimal , there will be a balancing of multiple sample magnitudes (generally two), but it is difficult to determine which samples these will be. Rather than try all possibilities, a more practical solution is needed which will come very close to the optimal . One such approach is to assume that the largest-magnitude sample is one of these two samples, and employ peak-testing to determine the other. An exact balancing between the peak-magnitude sample and test sample can be obtained by solving for in the following quadratic equation:
This can be reduced to the following quadratic equation: (18) and can be solved using the quadratic formula to obtain . Solving this exactly for each sample may be too expensive, and a reduced-complexity approach is desired that obtains an approximate balancing. This can be achieved by reducing the quadratic balancing equation to a linear equation by considering only the projection of onto the direction of for each sample and ignoring the orthogonal component. This linearization forms the basis for the smart gradient-project (SGP) algorithm, which incorporates the following reduced-complexity determination of into the gradient-project algorithm:
1) Given , compute the sample magnitudes and determine the largest-magnitude sample and its location
2) For each sample, compute the projection of along the phase angle of (21) 3 : This sample has not been clipped and therefore is not involved in the projection onto the ACE vectors. It is likely that the value of will be very small in magnitude compared to . Nothing can be assumed about the phase angle of compared to ; however, we can always test balancing using from (21) as opposed to using nothing at all. Even if the orthogonal component is much stronger (or even weaker), the sample needs a large magnitude in order to have a chance at being the ideal peak to balance with sample . This is simply because the balancing is dominated by , and is small and has very little effect. As stated in Step 2 above, only samples where are considered, since this indicates (up to the phase approximation) a growth in the magnitude of with a gradient step. In the cases where (signifying a magnitude decrease with gradient descent), even if this peak is the first to balance with , it is still possible to lower the PAR by taking an even greater gradient step. Furthermore, it is assumed that approximate balancing occurs in the same quarter-plane where exists, and it is not possible for the gradient step to cause a crossing of the origin and cause the balancing to end up on the opposite quarter-plane. The net result of the assumptions and approximations is simplifying the quadratic equation in (17) to the approximate balancing equation in (22).
Intelligent peak-testing [5] can reduce the complexity by looking only at certain samples, since the balanced sample is very likely to already have a relatively large magnitude. Furthermore, exact computations are not critical, and the division operations can be replaced with multiplies and an approximate inverse lookup table, resulting in a significant complexity reduction.
It is possible after the PAR is already significantly reduced (after four or more iterations) that Step 4 will produce a nega-tive-valued , increasing the PAR rather than decreasing it. This is due to the linear approximation failing when becomes as small as as for the unclipped samples. The algorithm is therefore terminated at this point as stated in Step 4 above. While true ACE-POCS iterations might further reduce the PAR, we believe that the very minor additional gains do not warrant the increased complexity. We show in Section V that practically all of the obtainable PAR reduction occurs in the first two ACE-SGP iterations.
D. Clip Level Choice
The choice of in (12) is important in obtaining the best PAR reduction results. For example, if a HPA has a certain clip or saturation level , it is difficult to achieve a PAR below this if is chosen to equal . Gradient steps try to reduce the PAR as much as possible, but samples with magnitudes just below may increase above the clip level due to the additional component in each iteration. No stepsize may be able to reduce the PAR below in this case, and the ACE-SGP approach has slower convergence toward a low PAR solution.
Instead, by choosing an ACE clip level below the HPA's level , it is possible to get below the physical clip level in a small number of iterations, overcoming the problem of peaks just below causing convergence problems. This idea is conceptually the same as the POCS false set-boundary used for tone reservation in [10] . An ideal level is difficult to determine and is influenced by factors such as the initial PAR, current iteration number and PAR, ACE flexibility as dictated by the signal constellation, target PAR level , and cost-versus-performance tradeoffs which limit the number of ACE iterations.
V. RESULTS
The ACE-SGP algorithm was tested for a complex-baseband OFDM signal with subchannels employing QPSK using randomly generated OFDM symbols. ACE-SGP iterations were applied whenever the PAR of the symbol block was greater than 6 dB. A level of 4.86 dB above the average power was used to obtain the clipped signal to project onto the space of allowable extension vectors. Fig. 6 shows the digital PAR results of up to four ACE-SGP iterations applied to the given system. The curves shown represent the PAR complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) for a symbol block, i.e.,
and can be interpreted as the probability that the PAR of a symbol block exceeds some clip level (we refer to this as the symbol clip probability). The performance of the first iteration is simply outstanding, as a PAR reduction of up to 5 dB can be achieved. The second iteration provides only an additional 0.4 dB of reduction, while a third iteration produces an almost negligible reduction (except near symbol clip probability). Further iterations provide negligible performance increases. The ACE-POCS approach was simulated with the same clip parameters as above and the PAR results are shown in Fig. 7 . The slow convergence of the ACE-POCS method is apparent, and clearly the SGP approach is much better for practical systems. 
A. Extension to Analog PAR Reduction
As mentioned previously, it is at the analog portion of the transmitter that the PAR problem takes it effect, and therefore it is the analog PAR, rather than the digital, that we should be most concerned about. When the QPSK-based OFDM system is oversampled to after ACE-SGP processing, the resulting approximate-analog PAR 1 reduction is at best about 1.6 dB (see Fig. 8 ), a performance loss of up to 3.7 dB compared to the digital results. Extensions to ACE to compensate for analog reconstruction are very much the same as in tone reservation [5] . Oversampling prior to ACE processing is a promising way to approximate the analog signal and prevent large peak regrowth after the D/A.
Results of oversampling to followed by ACE-SGP processing and then oversampling to are shown in Fig. 8 . 1 Oversampling to L = 8 gives a very tight approximation to the analog signal after an ideal D/A converter. Further oversampling results in only small PAR increases of no more than .1 dB. The PAR reduction approaches 4.4 dB at a clip probability, and practically all of the PAR reduction occurs in the first two iterations. The order of computations is roughly twice 2 as large for the case versus critically sampled ACE, but the PAR reduction advantage is significant compared to this extra computational cost.
Oversampling to followed by ACE-SGP processing and oversampling to results in the PAR CCDF curves shown in Fig. 9 , where the PAR reduction approaches 4.6 dB at a clip probability. The results are better than those for , but the difference is not very significant considering that processing has roughly twice the cost. After two iterations, the PAR advantage is only .23 dB around the to clip-probability range. Further oversampled ACE processing with and higher gives almost negligible performance gains over the system. Due to the constellation extension, the average power 3 of the system does increase. For the simulated system, the average power increase over all OFDM blocks (including blocks where ACE is not needed) was .44 dB, .71 dB, and .86 dB, respectively, after the first three iterations.
The average power increase can be kept to a minimum by using ACE to achieve a specified target PAR level , and not waste added power to go below this. For example, if an HPA was linear until 7.5 dB PAR, there would be no need to reduce the PARs far below 7.5 dB, as this would waste transmitted power. In order to achieve PAR level and not go below this, a modification is made to the ACE-SGP algorithm. If in Step 4 satisfies (24) then causes the PAR to go below at sample . Assuming that maximum magnitude after the gradient step remains 2 The number of samples has doubled, as has the FFT size. 3 The average power before ACE is used in the PAR calculation in order to not bias the results with the newly increased average power. at sample , we meet the target PAR exactly for this sample by replacing with the following gradient step:
It is important to consider that this processing is done digitally (likely on an oversampled signal), and the expected peak growth due to analog reconstruction should be considered in the design choice for . Fig. 10 shows ACE-SGP processing with various target PAR levels after up to three iterations followed by oversampling to
. From left to right, the average power increases for the four target PAR levels are .53 dB, .34 dB, .21 dB, and .12 dB, respectively. Considering the very large PAR reduction obtained, these small average power increases are quite acceptable. 
B. Block-Size Effect
Increasing , the OFDM blocksize, has an impact on the ACE-SGP algorithm's PAR-reduction capability. In general, as the blocksize increases, the block PAR probabilities get worse. However, there are more subchannels that can be used for ACE, and this added flexibility provides larger PAR reductions. Fig. 11 shows the PAR reduction for various values of with ACE-SGP processing followed by oversampling to . The initial PARs for each are shown on the right, and the corresponding PARS after three ACE-SGP iterations are on the left.
As expected, the initial PARs grow with increasing , yet the PARs after ACE-SGP processing actually decrease with increasing due to the increased ACE flexibility. At a clip probability, the PAR for OFDM is 0.44 dB lower than a system. The results show that a system can still attain a low PAR even with a very large number of subchannels. An OFDM system could have as many as 2048 or even 8192 subchannels (e.g., digital video broadcasting in Europe), and the increasing advantage of ACE with larger block sizes may be very attractive here.
C. Constellation Effect
For QPSK subchannels, we can consider an "average" outcome where th of the data symbols can be extended along both axes, one-half can be extended in one direction only, and the remaining th cannot be extended at all. This provides degrees of flexibility for computing a peak-reduction signal. In the case of 16-QAM in each subchannel, this figure is reduced to , and is only for 64-QAM. In general, the larger the constellation size, the smaller the ratio of exterior points to interior points, resulting in less ACE flexibility and therefore less PAR reduction.
OFDM systems using 16-QAM and 64-QAM in each of subchannels were simulated, and the PAR results are shown in Fig. 12 . Again, we have processed the OFDM signal at and oversampled to to approximate the analog PAR. A clip level dB above the average power was used for 16-QAM, and dB was used for 64-QAM. At a clip probability, the 16-QAM system after PAR reduction has a 0.84 dB higher PAR versus the QPSK system results in Fig. 9 . A 64-QAM system results in a 0.66 dB higher PAR than 16-QAM at that same clip probability. The average power increases for the 16-QAM and 64-QAM results are 0.27 dB and .19 dB, respectively, which could be lowered if a higher target PAR level was chosen.
Further increase of the QAM constellation size results in lower PAR performance gains. In OFDM wireless transmission, however, the constellation sizes are generally not very large, since time-varying fading effects can greatly affect the symbol reliability of large constellations. Therefore, we assert that ACE is well-suited for PAR reduction in wireless OFDM transmission. In wireline real-baseband DMT systems, however, where constellation sizes can be as large as 1024-QAM, and ACE's potential use is difficult to assess.
D. Signal-to-Distortion Ratio
Whereas PAR is the generally accepted figure of merit in the literature, a more appropriate cost function in practice may be the signal-to-distortion ratio defined in [6] : (26) where is some memoryless nonlinearity representing the effects of the high-powered amplifier (HPA). This quantity may have a more direct impact on the BER at the receiver and the transmit spectral leakage due to clipping at the HPA. The optimality properties of the SDR problem are more difficult to characterize and the solution may not be obtained in a finite number of iterations (unlike the minimax PAR problem in either the real or complex baseband case). Furthermore, SDR depends on the amplifier response , which can vary from system to system and may be difficult to characterize. It is perhaps for these reasons that PAR is the figure of merit used in the literature to quantify the peak power problem in OFDM.
Whereas the previous sections of this paper focus on solving the minimax PAR problem, the proposed practical techniques apply very well to the SDR problem as well because the two problems are related. The optimal solution to the minimax PAR problem may not be a great solution to the SDR problem, and vice versa, but for practical (suboptimal) solutions, the two criteria can be highly correlated. The correlation depends upon the nonlinearity of the HPA and the input time-domain block.
It is possible that taking a step to reduce the PAR can possibly make the SDR worse then it would be to take a smaller-sized step or possibly even no step at all. Generally, this phenomenon occurs close to the optimal minimax solution, and this is not expected or likely to occur in one or two iterations of the ACE-SGP approach. A system can monitor the approximate distortion level (given a model of ) and adjustments can be made to the step size if any problems occur.
VI. EXTENSIONS
A. Special Case: Constant-Modulus Constellations
The ACE technique offers a special benefit in the case of OFDM systems with constant-modulus constellations (QPSK in particular). Some OFDM systems attempt to add margin to the system by scaling the resulting time-domain signal by a constant (greater than 1), which represents a performance margin of in each subchannel [2] . However, in the presence of large time-domain peaks, this scaling simply causes more problems due to the nonlinearities introduced from an even larger time-domain peak. In the case of systems with nonconstant-modulus constellations, this additional margin must be fixed and used for each time-block, since the decision-regions depend on the amplitude. The effect of the PAR problem is that it limits the amount of margin that can be added onto such a system.
For constant-modulus constellation systems, this scaling can vary with each transmitted data block, since the amplitude scaling in each subchannel does not affect the decision regions. Thus, reducing the peak power with any PAR reduction technique will allow extra margin to be added to the system. In particular, ACE is especially suitable for this, since the technique itself already adds margin to certain subchannels. In this light, ACE can be viewed as a technique that increases margin in order to allow further increase in the margin afterwards. Performance margin is generally thought of as having the same margin in each subchannel, but Cioffi defines an overall OFDM margin for subchannels with different margins in [2] .
B. Sidelobe Issues and Transmit Filtering
Large sidelobes, due to the block-based nature of OFDM systems, are a major concern with commercial systems, and ACE's effect must be considered. Assuming all subchannels use the same signal constellation and are subject to ACE, the average power increase from ACE results in increasing the sidelobe level by an equivalent amount. Whereas average power restrictions may have some flexibility, sidelobe levels can be quite restrictive in order to not interfere with adjacent bands. In addition to possibly tightening specifications on transmit filtering, the ACE effect on sidelobes can be reduced by placing restrictions on the extensions of subchannels nearest to the lowest and highest frequencies. It is these subchannels which have the largest effect on sidelobe levels, and not using or limiting the use of these subchannels can reduce the impact of ACE on sidelobe levels.
Instead of not using some subchannels for ACE, the projection of onto can be weighted to reduce the extension that occurs on subchannels in relation to their effect on sidelobe levels. This can be done by applying a weighting function to in
Step 5 of the gradient-project algorithm following the zeroing of unacceptable extension directions. This reduces ACE's PAR reduction ability, but not significantly when the numbers of subchannels is large or the weighting function is not severely restrictive. A straightforward way of reducing sidelobe levels is through transmit filtering, which can result in an increase of the PAR. Transmit-filtering PAR effects can be compensated for in a similar fashion as was done for tone reservation in [7] , where the idea is to predict the filtered PAR effect and compensate for this signal. In the ACE case, after applying the approximate filter(s), the valid extension vectors are rotated due to the filter's expected phase response. This rotation must be taken into account when extending the constellations, and the extension distances are scaled by the inverse of the magnitude response, which can be precomputed offline with knowledge of the digital and/or analog filter(s). Once the extension vectors are determined, they can be placed into the unfiltered original signal so that it can be passed through the actual filter(s). Since filtering generally affects subchannels nearest to the band edges, it is important that the filter-compensated ACE obeys any subchannel extension restrictions to limit sidelobe levels.
VII. CONCLUSION
The new ACE-SGP method offers faster PAR reduction compared to the ACE-POCS approach. The extra cost associated with an SGP iteration is , which is smaller than the basic IFFT and FFT cost shared by both SGP and POCS. Since only two or three iterations of the ACE-SGP approach are needed achieve sufficient results (further iterations give very small performance gains) it is a superior PAR reduction method for commercial applications.
Upon oversampling to either or (and incurring a proportionally larger computational cost), the PAR reductions for an approximated analog signal are very promising. It appears that processing is most suitable for practical implementation, since it falls only about .23 dB from the results but requires roughly half the cost. We believe the ACE computational cost is acceptable for wireless OFDM systems, particularly those in which there is a single or small number of broadcast transmitters, since their power consumption can be greatly reduced for only a modest additional computation. The 4.4 dB approximated-analog PAR reduction at clip probability for QPSK OFDM with and shows that the proposed ACE-SGP method can offer substantial hardware and power savings. Furthermore, the average power increases associated with ACE can be kept very small by achieving a target PAR level and not wasting power by going below it.
A single-carrier system with a raised-root-cosine filter gives approximate analog PARs of 3.4 dB, 5.8 dB, and 6.9 dB for QPSK, 16 QAM, and 64 QAM, respectively. At a clip probability with ACE processing, the approximate analog PARs are 7.93 dB, 8.77 dB, and 9.43 dB for the same three constellations, respectively. ACE greatly reduces the gap between single carrier and OFDM, and it may be possible to combine ACE with other PAR reduction to techniques to lower this gap even further.
The ACE approach is very well-suited for small constellation sizes (e.g., BPSK, QPSK, 16 QAM, and 64 QAM), thereby making ACE an excellent PAR-reduction solution for wireless OFDM transmission (e.g., audio/video broadcasts and the downlink in mobile wireless systems). As constellation sizes increase, ACE's PAR-reduction ability does decrease, but so does the PAR gap between single-carrier and OFDM systems. If the single-carrier PAR can be considered a lower limit, than only small PAR reductions are possible, and ACE may still be useful even in OFDM systems employing large QAM constellations in each subchannel.
Another significant ACE property is its increased performance as the OFDM block size increases, making it very attractive to current as well as future OFDM systems. Further experimental optimization of the chosen clip level can be done to obtain slight performance increases from those shown in this paper. This level could be adapted according to such factors as the initial symbol PAR, current PAR and iteration number, ACE flexibility as dictated by the signal constellation, target PAR level , and the oversampling rate used before ACE-SGP processing.
ACE can also be combined with other PAR techniques, such as tone reservation or possibly even with tone injection. Another possibility is first using coding or phase optimization on an OFDM block for PAR reduction, followed by ACE to provide even better results. It is possible that a single PAR reduction method may not be adequate, and that a judicious combination of more than one technique may in fact be necessary [15] .
